Recent results from leptonic and semi-leptonic charm decays at the BABAR B-factory are presented. The measurement of f Ds from the D + s → μ + ν channel is presented. Formfactor studies from the D 0 → K + e − νe channel are described along with a search for flavor-changing neutral-current X + c → h + + − decays.
Introduction
B-factories have been successfully operating for more than 6 years, providing an unprecedented data sample of e + e − collisions producing hadrons. The BABAR experiment has collected almost 400 fb −1 at the Υ (4S) center-of-mass (CM) energy.
At this energy, the cross-section for charm production is σ(cc) 1.3 nb. Indeed the B-factories can also be considered charm factories. The BABAR detector operates at the PEP-II B-factory and is optimized for asymmetric e + e − collisions. The tracking system is composed of a 5-layer silicon vertex tracker and a 40-layer drift chamber along with a Cherenkov detector for charged particle identification and CsI calorimeter (EMC), they are all immersed in a 1.5-T solenoidal field, the return yoke of which is instrumented with resistive plate chambers (IFR) for muon and neutral hadron identification. A detailed description of the detector is given elsewhere 1 .
Precise measurement of the pseudoscalar decay constant f Ds using charm-tagged events.
The measurement of leptonic weak decays of charmed pseudoscalar mesons can provide a determination of the overlap between the wavefunction of heavy and light signal is reconstructed from a muon and a photon candidate in the recoil of the tag. Muons are identified using the IFR and must have a momentum of greater than 1.2 GeV/c in the CM frame and a charge consistent with the tag flavor. Energy deposits in the EMC with no associated charged track are identified as photon candidates whose CM energy must be greater than 0.115 GeV. The total missing energy and momentum (E * miss , p * miss ) in the CM is computed using the four-momenta of the incoming e + e − and the measured four momenta of all tracks and photons in the event. To take into account that the neutrino in the signal decay leads to a large missing energy in the event, signal candidates are selected requesting E where the tag is incorrectly reconstructed. The contribution of these events is estimated from real data using the tag sidebands. The second type of background events are correctly tagged cc events with the selected muon coming from a semileptonic charm decay or τ
The size and shape of this contribution is estimated by repeating the analysis substituting a well-identified electron for the muon. These events are weighted with the ratio of muon to electron efficiency. Remaining back-grounds are estimated using Monte Carlo simulations. Events selected in the analysis are grouped in four sets, according to whether the tag is in the signal or sideband region and on whether the selected lepton is a muon or an electron. The ΔM distribution for events in the tag sidebands are subtracted from the signal distribution, as are the electron events from the muon ones. The resulting distributions, presented in Figure 1 , are fit with the function (N sig f sig + N bg f bg )·ΔM , where f sig and f bg describe the simulated signal and background ΔM distributions. All parameters in the fit are fixed except the yields of signal, N sig , and background, N bg . The result of the fit yields N sig = 489 ± 55(stat.) events.
Since the D ( * )+ s production rate in cc is unknown, the partial width ratio are re-evaluated after weighting the simulated events to match the D + s momentum spectrum in data. Upon applying these efficiency corrections, the partial width ratio is determined to be Γ(D
The total systematic uncertainty in Γ(D 
Form factor measurement from semileptonic
At this conference we presented a measurement of the q 2 variation of the hadronic form factor in the decay D 0 → K + e − ν e . A detailed description of this analysis can be found in the literature 5 . Neglecting the electron mass there is contribution from a single form factor. Furthermore, as this decay is induced by a vector current generated by the c and s quarks the q 2 variation of the form factor f + (q 2 ) is governed by the D * + s pole. The following expressions have been proposed 6 : Electron candidates are selected with momentum greater than 0.5 GeV/c and the direction of the event thrust axis is taken as |cos(θ thrust )| < 0.6. R2
8 , the ratio between the zeroth and second Fox-Wolfram moments, and the total charged and neutral multiplicity are used to reduce the background from B events by exploiting their spherical nature. Charged and neutral objects are boosted into the CM system and the event thrust axis is determined. A plane perpendicular to the thrust axis, and containing the beam interaction point, is used to define two event hemispheres. Each hemisphere is considered in turn for having an electron(±), a kaon(∓) and a pion(±) reconstructed and with the correct relative charges. Constrained fits to the D 0 and D * + masses are imposed to evaluate the neutrino (ν e ) momentum. After performing the fit to the D 0 mass events with a χ 2 probability greater than 10
are retained. Herein, we evaluate q
where p D and p K are the four momenta of the D and K mesons respectively. To obtain the unfolded q 2 distribution for signal events, corrected for resolution and acceptance effects, the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) 9 of the resolution matrix has been used in conjunction with a regularization which minimizes the curvature of the correction distribution. Results from this analysis on the q 2 variation of the hadronic form factor have been compared in Figure 2 with FOCUS 10 measurements and with the lattice QCD 7 evaluation.
Fitting the pole mass and the modified pole mass to the measurements we obtain values for the parameter that governs their q 2 dependence:
where the first error is statistical and the second error is systematic. In the modified pole model this can be interpreted as evidence for the contribution from other vector states of invariant mass higher than the D * + s mass. The value obtained for α pole agrees with the one obtained from lattice QCD.
Search for Flavor-Changing Neutral-Current Charm Decays
A search for the decay modes D Table 1 . No signals are observed and we obtain upper limits on the branching ratios
and Γ(Λc→p and 4×10 −5 . These limits are calculated under the assumption of three-body phasespace decays; the efficiency varies by up to 25% as a function of dilepton invariant mass. For 17 out the 20 decay modes, the limits are an improvement over the existing measurements. 
